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The esz approach – Efficient, safe and accurate 

 

Highly responsive, professional customer service at an outstanding level of quality characteriz-

es esz AG calibration & metrology. The Bavarian company is known as one of Europe’s leading 

metrology laboratories. esz AG’s primary field of business is industrial calibration – any meas-

uring quantity, any equipment manufacturer, virtually anything.  

 

Industrial calibration and repair at the stationary laboratory and on-site 

Industrial calibration for test and measurement equipment best describes esz AG’s field of business. 

esz AG – with headquarters in Eichenau on the outskirts of Munich, Germany – cover over 95% of the 

existing measurement quantities including more than 200 accredited measurement quantities (AC/DC, 

resistance, radio frequency, time and frequency, thermodynamics, fiber optics, et al.) – a unique feature 

that turns esz AG into Europe’s leading calibration laboratory. esz AG is a registered DAkkS / DKD 

calibration laboratory since 1997 (D-K-15019-01-00, DIN EN ISO/IEC 17025:2005) and entitled to issue 

ILAC recognized, accredited calibration reports. The scope of service includes complementing add-ons 

such as pick-up and delivery service, on-site calibration, test and measurement equipment repair, ad-

justment, test equipment management software, customized solutions and individual assessment, eval-

uation and advice.  

 

Quality is the base principle at esz  

esz AG’s quality management guidelines are based upon DIN EN ISO / IEC 17025, addressing organi-

zational structures, processes and all quality related activities within esz AG’s calibration laboratory. 

The strict and stringent interpretation of esz AG’s quality management guidelines guarantees the com-

pliance of all organizational and technical operations with national and international rules and regula-

tions. Or, in other words quality is the means of transparency and traceability in particular with respect 

to sustainable measurement results and precise calibration reports.  

 

Saving time and money  

Individual, outstanding customer service is an important matter to esz AG calibration & metrology. Con-

venient add-ons such as esz AG’s pick-up and delivery service complements esz AG’s efforts to limit 

down-time. A commitment resulting in standard processing times of 3-5 working days and 24 hours 

expedited calibration on demand. Test equipment repair is subject to evaluation, a feasibility study con-

sidering technical and economic aspects. esz AG’s mission as well as standard guidelines for service 

an operations are binding for everyone at esz. Extraordinary customer orientation is a principle esz AG 

is built upon.  



 

 

Customized software solutions  

Efficient, safe and accurate – These three characteristics signify modern day calibration laboratories. 

Thus, to rely on powerful software applications is crucial. The wrong tool can easily turn into a bottle-

neck, slowing things down, increasing cost, decreasing capacity and severely impact efficiency. Fully 

aware of the fact that there is no “off the rack” solution esz AG proactively address the issue: asset 

expert is a web-based software application dedicated to comprehensive test & measurement equipment 

management. The clear center of attention, along inventory, filing / archiving, is processing, administer-

ing of test & measurement data and additional information with respect to quality management such as 

location, availability and status. Past and present documents, e. g. calibration reports, are accessible 

and at one's disposal - in real-time. Download and data export is completing asset expert's functional 

range. calibration expert is esz AG’s most prominent market innovation. The software application is 

determined to assist calibration engineers and metrologists in their quest for standardized calibration, 

definite results and transparent reports. In addition calibration expert offers means to speed-up labora-

tory management in a simpler, more efficient way. calibration expert is unique including more than 50 

parameters and relations in order to address uncertainty factors such as reading error.  
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